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Motivation
 We are one of the largest IT companies in China and maintain one of the largest search engines in China.
 In our searching component projects, it is common that the average integration period is merely two hours with a
reduced test suite containing more than 2000 test cases, which execution needs three hours or even longer.
 A build version is compiled and is ready to subject for a new round of regression test before the previous round of
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 Previously, we have three
strategies to address this
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problem.
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(b) Strategy 2: Kill & Create

(c) Strategy 3: Keep & Create
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Our Proposed Preliminary Solution
 Paralleling the run of test suite is necessary since it may increase the probability of revealing failure and thus increases
the effectiveness of regression testing.
 Scheduling the test case priorities among different test suites is important because the information obtained from test
case that runs on old build versions may provide optimization opportunities on the regression test of later versions.
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 In each test suite Si, a permutation of its test cases ti1, ti2, …, ti{ni}
tm1 tm2
…
tm{nm}
is expected as an output. Suppose v1, v2, …, vm are m sequential build versions, respectively
released at time u1, u2, …, um.
 The problem of testing in parallel can be deemed to be a parallelized test case prioritization. Suppose that test cases in
test suite Si are organized to run in some order of ti1, ti2, …, ti{ni} with respect to version vi; where the order <i1, i2, …,
i{ni}> is represented by Oi, which is a permutation of <1, 2, …, ni>. The set of permutations O1, O2, …, Om is denoted
by P.
 For convenience, we further suppose that every test case takes identical time tu to finish execution. At a given time t, the
set of executed test cases is S(t, P) = {ti,j | ui+tu×j≤t}. If we further use a term F(t, P) to denote the set of faults revealed
by S(t, P), our aim is to find the optimal set of permutations Popt so that F(t, P’)  F(t, Popt) for any P’ and any t.
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